Love a surprise? Try one of these.

Archer, Jeffrey  
*Not a penny more,*  
*not a penny less* (CASS FIC Arc)  
Bohjalian, Chris *The double bind* (FIC Boh)  
Boyne, John  
*The boy in the striped pajamas* (YA FIC Boy)  
Brown, Rita Mae  
*Southern discomfort* (PB FIC Bro)  
Chambers, Aidan *The toll bridge* (YA FIC Cha)  
Christie, Agatha  
*The murder of Roger Ackroyd* (PB MFIC Chr)  
McEwan, Ian *Atonement* (FIC McEwa)  
Mitchell, David *Cloud atlas* (FIC Mit)  
Palahniuk, Chuck *Fight club* (FIC Pal)  
Pears, Ian *Instance of the fingerprint* (MFIC Pea)  
Peters, Elizabeth  
*The snake, the crocodile, and the dog* (MFIC Pet)  
Pessl, Marisha  
*Special topics in calamity physics* (FIC Pes)  
Picoult, Jodi  
*My sister's keeper* (FIC Pic)  
*Nineteen minutes* (FIC Pic)  
Rendell, Ruth *The water's lovely* (On order)  
Setterfield, Diane *The thirteenth tale* (FIC Set)  
Shreve, Anita *The last time they met* (FIC Shr)  
Thomas, D.M. *The white hotel* (FIC Tho)  
Walters, Minette *The sculptress* (MFIC Wal)  
Willis, Connie *Passage* (SCIFIC Wil)  
Zusak, Markus *I am the messenger* (YA FIC Zus)  

*More twisted: collected stories, vol. 2* (FIC Dea)  
Dick, Philip K *UBIK* (SCIFIC Dic)  
Du Maurier, Daphne *Rebecca* (FIC DuMau)  
Flynn, Gillian *Sharp objects* (FIC Fly)  
Henry, O *Collected Stories* (PB FIC Hen)  
Jackson, Shirley  
*The lottery and other stories* (FIC Jac)  
Keyes, Marian *Anybody out there* (FIC Key)  
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